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Request for Rule Project Initiation Under HRS §91-6

Re:

Ladies and Gentlemen:
The Foundation supports the Department of Taxation's efforts to provide meaningful and
timely guidance to taxpayers on several critical topics.
In addition, the Foundation wishes to point out that there are a number of previously
announced but unfinished projects that deserve attention.
•

TIR 2009-2 contained proposed administrative rules on the exported services exemption
from general excise tax, and the use tax on imported services. The rules were never
scheduled for public hearing.

•

TIR 2008-5 contained an advanced notice of proposed administrative rules relating to the
motion picture and television film production credit under the income tax law and related
provisions under the general excise and use tax laws. TIR 2009-5 amended these
proposed rules. The rules were never scheduled for public hearing.

•

HAR§ 18-237-13-03, regarding the general excise tax on contracting, which was last
revised in 1990, contains several problems including the following.
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•

o

DOTAX Announcement 99-25 states that notwithstanding language in HAR §18237-13-03(b), HAR, the Department allows the subcontract deduction for general
excise tax purposes even if the subcontractor is not licensed by DCCA. This
may create confusion because rules are supposed to take precedence over
Announcements.

o

HAR §18-237-13-03(b)(4) and (c) Example 2 state rules that were wholly
abrogated by Act 169, SLH 1998.

o

HAR §18-237-13-03(d)(4) refers to a general excise tax return as Form G-HW-1.
That form has not been used in decades.

HRS §91-5(a) requires all agencies to compile their rules at least once every ten years.
This requirement exists to make sure that current information of general applicability is
readily accessible to the public. To our knowledge the Department of Taxation has
never done this.

We would be grateful if you would consider this letter a petition for the adoption,
amendment, or repeal of rules under HRS §91-6.
Very truly yours,

~~
President

